Choosing Your Pitch Size

Wheal Rose Caravan & Camping Park

The Basics
Regardless of pitch size, we permit one unit (one place where you sleep e.g. tent, campervan,
caravan) and one car per pitch. Any extra cars must be parked in the car-park.
There must be 6 metres between your tent/camper/caravan and the person in the next pitch,
and although your car can be in these 6 metres there must always be a 3 metre clear gap
(ignoring guy ropes) between anything on your pitch and anything in the next pitch. This is to
stop any fires spreading. This is how you would typically pitch a tent on our standard pitches.

To establish what size pitch you need for your tent you need to know the length and width of
your tent and then add a metre on for pegging out room. For example:
•
•

a 5 berth tent that is 5m long x 3.5m wide will take up a space of 6m x 4.5m when
pegged out and will fit on a standard pitch
a 7 berth tent that is 6.95m long x 4.9m wide needs a pegging out room of 8m x 6m
and needs a larger pitch

Don’t forget to add on any porches you have and consider the size of your car too, most are
2m wide but you need room to open the doors. If you bring a small trailer this also needs to fit
on your pitch.
A small pup tent is a very small 1-2 berth crawl-in tent for use with children under 16 years.
Please contact us to check if this can be used on your pitch.

Choosing Your Pitch Size

Wheal Rose Caravan & Camping Park

Standard pitches are a minimum of 8m x 10m
These standard sized pitches are best for:
• 4-6 berth tunnel tents up to a maximum of 6m x 4.5m (not suitable for 6 berth
pod/modular tents)
• Campervans with a drive-away awning and bike rack
• Caravans up to 7m long with a standard awning (3m deep).
• Motorhome up to 7m long or 6m long + bike rack
• Trailer tents up to 4 berth. 6 berth trailer tents may fit but you may not have enough
room to sit out.
Unless you have a small tent you will not have enough room for a gazebo/event shelter on a
standard pitch. It may be possible if you have booked adjoining pitches, although there must
be a gap between gazebo and tents.
Standard gravel hardstanding pitches are a minimum of 7.5m wide x 11m long
(some are longer)
•
•

These pitches will fit a caravan or motorhome up 7.5m long
Standard awnings only (3m deep)

Please note: your awning will be on gravel, customers find the interlocking foam tiles on top
of the groundsheet to be the most comfortable flooring.
Large pitches are a minimum of 12m x 11m
These larger sized pitches are suitable for:
• 6-7 berth tents: -max 7m long tunnel tent or a 6 berth pod/modular tent
• Campervan with a large awning
• Motorhome or caravan up to 7.5m long + bike rack with a larger awning of up to 3.5m.
• 6 berth trailer tents
A small gazebo/event shelter can be used if you have a smaller 6 berth tent or if you have
booked adjoining pitches, although there must be a gap between gazebo and tents.
Extra Large pitches are typically 15m v 13m
These super-sized pitches vary in size but all provide enough room for larger family tents,
pod/modular tents, caravans and motorhomes, plus a small event shelter. If you have an XL 8
berth tent or bigger, large tent with extensions or a unit of 8m or over please choose this size.
You will also be able to use a gazebo/event shelter on this pitch.
Still not sure? For more advice on choosing the right pitch size please do email us
with any queries, we are happy to help!

